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ABSTRACT
Gone are the days when patient incompliance was due to cumbersome dosage regimen. The mesmerizing
technology of alteration in the time of release of the drug has not only opened up new possibilities but also has made
many drug products based on them commercially available. These systems are based on the basic physiological
phenomenon known as biological clock or circadian rhythm i.e. a daily cycle of biological activities which may get
influenced with the environmental and several other factors. The system ensures the drug is released at the time of
its requirement hence known as chronomodulated (chrono means ‘time’ and modulation means ‘alteration’) drug
delivery systems. There are a good number of platform technologies which either can be utilized as such or can be
amended a bit to get the desired product. This review article deals with such technologies along with their
commercially available products.
Keywords: Chronomodulation, circadian rhythm, pulsatile delivery, modified release.
INTRODUCTION
Since ancient time it is established that all the living
being follow biological clock [1] at one or other phase
of life. In human being this biological clock is not
only responsible for day to day activity but also for
the occurrence of diseases as well as adverse effects
of certain drugs [2]. Biological clock stands for fixed
time interval for certain biological activities. It may
get influenced or disturbed by environmental factors
like temperature, stress etc. Earlier pharmaceutical
dosage forms used to release the entire drug content
soon after its consumption; such systems were known
as immediate release dosage forms. With span of
time the requirements changed and the multiple
dosage regimen offered by immediate release dosage
form seemed cumbersome and patient unfriendly.
Hence the concept of sustained release formulations
came in existence. It established itself as a successful
technology for majority of the instances whereas it
also offered unnecessary drug exposure for longer
time especially at non-required times. To resolve
such problem a new technique has emerged very
recently. This technique follows the biological clock
or circadian rhythm of the body for delivering the
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drug or pharmacologically active ingredient [3]. Such
systems not only help in reduction in dose but also
help in protecting the body from unnecessary
exposure of the drug. The concept ensures that the
drug is either released or it attains maximum
concentration at the time when it is required. These
innovative systems are known as chronomodulated
system or pulsatile systems [4-8]. The drug delivery
systems falling under this class generally show a lag
time; a period signifying either no release or very less
drug release. This system has opened new
opportunities and pathways for drug delivery
systems.
Diseases with established circadian rhythms:
There a good number of diseases which follow
circadian rhythm. Some of them are quite severe
where as some are mild. Generally the common
pattern in such type of diseases is that they have
timed attack or timed threshold which seems as a
sudden attack but actually the attack is a result of
sequential activities taking place in the body [9].
Diseases falling under this type of category are
cardiovascular disease [10-11] (including early morning
hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia
or
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hyperlipidemia), asthma [12], rheumatoid arthritis [13],
duodenal ulcer [14], various neurological disorders [15]
etc. This again is attributed to different types of
physiological and/or pathological conditions
associated with these diseases e.g. bronchial asthma
occurs due to constriction of airways in response to
certain stimuli including and not limiting to
temperature, dust, emotional state etc. Attacks if
frequent at night, it is known as nocturnal asthma [16].
Symptoms associated to allergic rhinitis like running
nose, sneezing, itching in the eyes and nasal
congestion are generally observed more in the
morning as compared to noon or afternoon [17].
Certain pains specially the one associated with
rheumatoid arthritis are observed early in the
morning [18] whereas that of pain associated to
osteoarthritis is observed late in the evening [19].
Cardiac problem like myocardial infarction is more
common early in the morning. This could be
attributed to decrease in fibrinolytic and increase in
platelet aggregation ability of the body at these times
[20-21]
. Similarly patients suffering from hypertension
such as early morning hypertension also follow
circadian rhythm [22]. Cholesterol level in the blood
also follows the clock system [23]. A study showed
that the circadian rhythm affects daily lipid profile.
The lipid profile is not same through-out the day. It
varies from being lowest at 04.00 h to maximum at
14.00 to 16.00 h [24]. Certain types of epileptic fits
are found to follow the circadian pattern quite
significantly [25-26]. In general insulin secretion is
pulsatile in nature; this is associated with pulsatile
release of modulators required for insulin release
form beta cells [27]. Patient suffering from Alzheimer
are found with less motor active in the day time as
compared to night time [28].

required. Such systems offered new challenges for
technologies and to deal with such tricky situations.
In chronomodulated systems the time for drug release
is modulated to ensure that either the drug is release
when required or maximum concentration is available
at the required time range [30]. Even if the patient
takes the medication at the bed time, the
concentration will be maintained through-out the
night to prevent the early morning attack of diseases
like asthma and hypertension which follow circadian
rhythm [31]. Chronotherapeutic drug delivery system
can also be defined as a system in which there is
initially a lag phase in drug release or if the drug is
released that will be in very low amount and then
after a predetermined time the release will accelerate
and again end up at a predetermined time [32]. Several
classifications of chronomodulated systems are
drawn. Some of them are as follows;

Dosage form that follows circadian rhythm: In the
initial stages of tablet formulation, only immediate
release tablets were produced. Immediate release
tablets are the one which release their NLT 80%
content in less than 60 min [29]. Such systems are
appreciable only for conditions where immediate
relief is desired. With the change in technology and
time, novel technologies have been developed.

Another approach suggests the capsular housing
prepared by ethyl cellulose with varying thickness.
The housing contained micropores at the bottom to
let water in. Next to the holes low substituted
hydroxyl propyl cellulose (L-HPC) was placed which
on wetting could exert osmotic pressure. Above LHPC mixture of drug, bulking agent and ﬂuorescein
were placed. The capsule was capped and sealed
with concentrated ethyl cellulose solution. Upon
wetting, the L-HPC exertes osmotic pressure
resulting in bursting of the capsule shell [35]. Another
modification offered in this sequence is a drug
delivery system for the drug acetaminophen using
sorbitol as osmotic agent. Sodium dodecyl sulfate
being a surfactant can be used as a release promoter.
For altering the permeability of the capsule shell
cellulose acetate can used as a membrane former over
capsule shell with castor oil as plasticizer. White bees
wax is used as sealant [36].

Certain technologies are involved in maintaining the
steady state plasma drug concentration through-out 24
h period with zero order release kinetics. Such
technologies no doubt are good approaches for
conditions where constant amount of drug is required
in the body through-out the day. But on the other
hand, under certain conditions the release of drug is
required at specified time or for maintenance point of
view certain amount of drug is required round the
clock and at particular time range large amount is
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Osmotic system
Capsular system
Erodible, soluble or rupturable membrane
system
Altered membrane permeability system

Osmotic system: In this system, device consists of a
capsule shell (fig. 1) coated with semipermeable
polymer, a plug made of insoluble material, osmogen
and drug content. Osmogen exerts osmotic pressure
on plug to get it removed from the device.
Expandable oriﬁce technology is based on this
concept. In this technology, the outer shell is made of
a flexible membrane consisting of a tiny orifice
which is too small to be opened up in relaxed state.
But under osmotic pressure the expandable device
stretches to open the orifice and release the drug [34].
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Capsular system: In contrast to osmotic system, this
system (fig. 2) consists of an insoluble capsular body
and a soluble cap. The opening of the body is
occluded with the plug of swellable hydrogels. Soon
after consumption the cap dissolves exposing the
plug which after swelling pushes itself outside and
release drug [37].
A patented technology, Pulsincap® is based on this
concept. The technology comprised of insoluble
capsule preferably polyethylene with a swellable plug
of hydrogels (hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose,
polymethylmethacrylate,
polyvinayl
alcohol,
polyethylene oxide etc.). The plug depending upon its
type and concentration of excipients determines the
lag time. The lag time generally achieved is about 6.0
to 6.5 h. One more approach on the same note states a
pulsatile drug delivery based on an insoluble capsule
body controlled by an erodible plug. The capsule as
usual is of insoluble material but the plug is made of
hydrophilic polymers like HPMC, PEO with
congealable lipidic material with increasing HLBvalue along with surfactants. The composition
ensured the erosion of plug. After erosion or melting,
the plug gets removed leaving the drug exposed to
the medium behind. Effervescent agents can be
added in the capsule to ensure rapid and complete
release of the drug from the capsule body. The such
prepared drug delivery system showed typical
pulsatile release profiles with a lag time followed by
a rapid release phase [39]. The above mentioned
dosage form can also be modified with respect to
agent responsible for plug erosion. One such
approach is based on utilizing substrate as well as
enzyme responsible for its degradation. The substrate
is either degraded or consumed by the enzyme
leading to erosion of plug and release of the drug
from the formulation. In this study, the plug was
composed of pectin (substrate) and pectinase
(enzyme). For rapid release, effervescent system can
also be used as conjunct [40]. An amendment to above
said formulation is the use of super- disintegrants like
croscarmellose sodium and sodium starch glycolate.
Now the capsule-based system comprises of a drug,
swelling agent, rupturable polymer layer and a
superdisintegrant. For making this system pH
independent, use of weak acid like fumaric acids is
also offered [41]. The system prepared by Nayak et al.,
consisted of swellable polymer like L-HPC (Lhydroxypropylcellulose), xanthan gum, polyethylene
oxide or sodium alginate together with drug tablet
and erodible tablet (formulated with L- HPC or guar
gum) in a pre-coated capsule. The formulation
showed an initial lag time of 5 to 6 hrs and only
10±2.1% initial drug release followed by a sustained
release of 99±1.7% in a total of 12 hrs [32].
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Erodible, soluble or rupturable membrane system:
Depending upon the nature of the polymer taken, the
outer shell of the formulation either erodes or swells
after some time of consumption and releases drug
(fig. 3). Pozi et al., developed a system named as The
Time Clock®system. This system was composed of
three major components carnuba wax along with bees
wax (as a lipid barrier) and polyoxyethylene sorbitan
monooleate (a surfactant). The system was based on
the phenomenon of emulsification of lipid in
presence of surfactant and water. The amount or
quantity of coat was the only deciding factor for the
lag time in drug release. Study carried out on human
volunteers showed that there was no significant effect
of gastric emptying or gastro-intestinal pH on lag
time [43-44].
In contrast to the above said techniques based on
either lipid system or enteric system, another novel
application suggested use of hydrophilic polymers
like high viscosity grade HPMC for delaying the drug
release. The system was coated with high viscosity
HPMC which gave a lag time of 3-4 h. For better
functioning of the dosage form, it was further coated
with enteric polymers. Such developed system was
called as Chronotropic®. The in-vitro release profiles
of enteric coated antipyrine tablet showed drug
release with lag time and the in-vivo pharmacokinetic
data taken from saliva conﬁrmed the same. The lag
time was in well correlation with the applied amount
of the hydrophilic retarding polymer. This system
was found suitable for both tablets and capsules [45,
46]
.
Conte et al., developed a tri-layered tablet for two
drugs. The drugs were separated by a gel forming
polymer. The whole tablet was coated with
impermeable polymer except the top area from which
the initial release of drug was required. As soon as
the formulation came in contact with the dissolution
media, the drug from top most layer got released
immediately. The upper vacant layer exposed the gel
forming polymer to the dissolution media. Due to its
characteristic, the polymer formed gel and retarded
the release of drug from the second layer. With span
of time, the swelling of gel increased and exerted
pressure on the outer coat, resulting in bursting of the
coat and release of second layer of drug. The drug
release in this system was controlled by both, the
composition and thickness of the middle gel forming
layer as well as the strength of the impermeable
coating [47-48].
Another technique dependent upon a combination of
swellable and rupturable system was evaluated by
Krogel et al. The formulation consisted of inner
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swellable layer which was coated with an outer
rupturable layer. The release of drug from the device
was depended upon the thickness of the outer layer
and hardness of the inner layer. For complete and
better release effervescent system was also applied
using citric acid or tartaric acid. Another approach
says about application of superdisintegrants for
complete rupture of outer membrane [49].
Chronomodulated drug delivery system of salbutamol
sulphate developed for the treatment of nocturnal
asthma consisted of an effervescent core surrounded
by consecutive layers of swellable and rupturable
polymers. The polymer used for swellable layer was
HPMC E5 and for erodible layer Eudragit RL/RS
(1:1). Since the symptoms of asthma occur typically
between midnight and 8:00 am, especially around
4.00 am hence the dosage form was designed for bed
time dosing with a lag time of six hours in drug
release [50].
Roy et al., had also worked on a similar type of
concept. They added insoluble polymer like ethyl
cellulose along with enteric coated polymer
(hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose phthalate) while
preparing the outermost layer. The ratio of EC:
enteric coated polymer was kept 1:1. Like the
previous system, here also the drug core was covered
with a middle layer of HPMC. System was found to
be effective for a lag time of 3.5 to 5 h [51].
Altered membrane permeability system: This system
(fig. 4) is based on the utility of certain ingredients
which can alter the pH of the formulation and in turn
alter the membrane permeability. The consequence of
this is drug release.
Narisawa et al., developed altered permeability
system for acetaminophen using eudragit RS with
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organic acid like succinic acid. When such prepared
microbeads were administered to beagle dogs, a
typical sigmoidal release curve was obtained. The
probable reason behind such release pattern resides in
positively polarized quaternary ammonium groups in
polymer which are counter accompanied by the
negative ions of hydrochloric acid. The study
concluded that small amount of organic acid in
formulation helps in fast release [53-54].
Bodmiere et al., worked on similar principle to get a
sigmoidal release pattern of diltiazem microbeads
coated with eudragit RL/RS. The formulation showed
pH depended drug release with an anion exchange
when the dissolution was carried out in different
media [55].
Recent technologies based on chronomodulation:
Some novel technologies based on the above
mentioned platform systems are described in table 1.
CONCLUSION
The review has tried to touch all the possible
perspective and advancement with respect to
chronomodulation. The basic platform techniques as
well as furnished pharmaceutical products based on
them are the victory cases in this regard. The
requirements are changing and to fulfil them the
system will have to change. Though there are still
some theoretical concepts lying untouched, but the
review reveals that many a theoretical concepts of
past have become practical dosage forms in the
present world. With these emerging technologies,
field of pharmaceutical sciences will be able to serve
the mankind much accurately. Such systems being
patient friendly are well accepted and in turn will
increase the compliance rate.

Fig. 1: Pictorial presentation of a osmotic controlled chronomodulated device. (a) erodible or insoluble cup, (b) core
of active drug substance, (c) semipermeable outer shell, (d) swellable or osmotic pressure generating agent. [33]
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Fig. 2: Capsular chronomodulated release system [38]

Fig. 3: Sequential presentation of swelling followed by rupture of the outer membrane leaving inner active layer
exposed to dissolution media. [42]

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
Fig. 4: Sequential presentation of drug release from a altered permeability system by Scintigraphic images in rabbit.
Image (A) was taken immediately after 1 h of admin- istration, (B) was after 3 h, (C) at 5th hour and (D) is at 6th hour
after administration. The region of interest (ROI) for each segment in (A) and (B) indicates the intactness of capsule
whereas in image (C) the movement of capsule in GIT can be clearly noticed. (D) shows the drug release in lower
part of GIT that might be colon. [52]
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Table 1: Recent technologies based on chronomodulation:
Technology
SODAS®
(Spheroidal
Oral
Drug
Absorption
System) [56]
IPDAS®
(Intestinal
Protective
Drug
Absorption
System) [60]
CODAS™
Chronotherape
utic Oral Drug
Absorption
System [56]
PRODAS®
Programmable
Oral
Drug
Absorption
System [56]
Geoclock® [62]

Geomatrix™
[63]

Rationale

Developed by

System is a mixture of immediate and Elan
delayed and/or sustained release coated Pharmaceuticals
non peril seeds. [57]

Gastro-retentive
high
multiparticulate system. [59]

density Elan

System ensures a lag time in drug release Elan
hence maximum amount is attained at the
time required long after the formulation
administration. [61]

Marketed
formulation
Avinza™,
Ritalin® LA
and Focalin®
XR. [58]
Naprelan® [58]

Verelan®

PM

[58]

System consists of multiparticulates
(minitabs) able to release the drug at
different time intervals and different
release rates and/or mechanisms[56]
Compression coated controlled dosage SkyePharma
form containing coat of a wax material to
ensure pH independent erosion along
with superdisintegrant to ensure complete
release. [62]
Multilayered matrix tablet having
mixutre of hydophilic and hydrophobic
polymers in a suitable ratio to ensure [63]

Lodotra™ [62]

Sular®,
ZYFLO CR™,
Coruno®,
diclofenacratiopharm®
Madopar DR®
[63]

PULSYS™

[64]

Multiparticulate system in a tablet dosage MiddleBrook™
form. Minitabs with different release Pharmaceuticals
patterns are compressed into a single
tablet
(one Tablet with in tablet for pulsatile or
dry controlled release pattern [65]

Moxatag™ [64]

OSDrC®
step
coating)
Technology [65]
Hypermatrix™
[66]

A drug matrix assembly is defined as
five dimensional in nature: length,
height, width, space, and time. The
understanding and controlling of
properties
associated
with
these
dimensions facilitates responses to the
multivariate external environment of the
Gastro-Intestinal Tract (GIT) resulting in
time-release delivery of a wide range of
pharmaceuticals [66]
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M [67]
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Matrix prepared by intelligent polymers IntelliPharmacetical
like hydroxyethyl cellulose as matrix
former and lactose as channelling agent.
[67]

Eurand
Minitabs ®
technology

Cylindrical minitabs containing drug
mixed in controlled release polymer with
an optional controlled release coating.
[68]
Supplied in capsule. [ 6 8 ]
®
Diffucaps
Drug layering on sugar pellets or
multiparticulat cellulose spheres followed by release
e [69]
controlling polymer coating. It is able to
provide a lag time of 4-5 hrs. [69-70]
®
Diffutab
Produces a once daily dosage regimen
technology for with the help of mixtures of hydrophilic
[71]
polymers allowing diffusion of drug in
controlled fashion[71]
®
Orbexa
Multiparticulate system based on
technology [72] extrusion-spheronization for sensitive
drugs like proteins. Shperoids are coated
with release controlling polymer. Helps
in incorporating high dose in a single
dosage form as compared to diffucaps [72]
[73]
OROS
Dosage form consisting of drug and
osmotically active compound enclosed in
a polymeric membrane with one minute
orifice. [74]
Port [75]
Combination of immediate and delayed
release components. Device enclosed in a
housing sequencing IR component,
polymeric plug, delayed component,
osmotic agent. The cap of device
dissolves
immediately
after
administration and releases the IR
component. With span of time osmotic
agent pushes the plug to release the
delayed component.

Aptalis
Pharmaceutical
(formerly
Eunard
Pharmaceuticals)
Aptalis
Innopran® XL
Pharmaceutical
tablet
(formerly
Eunard
Pharmaceuticals)
Aptalis
Pharmaceutical
(formerly
Eunard
Pharmaceuticals)
Aptalis
Pharmaceutical
(formerly
Eunard
Pharmaceuticals)

Alza corporation

Chronset™,
INVEGA,
CONCERTA.
[73]
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